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Abstract
This paper provides an accurate chronology of the Spanish reference business cycle by 
adapting the multiple change-point model proposed by Camacho, Gadea and Gómez 
Loscos (2021). In that approach, each individual pair of specific peaks and troughs from 
a set of indicators is viewed as a realization of a mixture of an unspecified number 
of separate bivariate Gaussian distributions, whose different means are the reference 
turning points and whose transitions are governed by a restricted Markov chain. In 
the empirical application, seven recessions in the period from 1970.2 to 2020.2 are 
identified, which are in high concordance with the timing of the turning point dates 
established by the Spanish Business Cycle Dating Committee (SBCDC).
Keywords: business cycles, turning points, finite mixture models, Spain.
JEL classification: E32, C22, E27.
Resumen
Este trabajo proporciona una cronología precisa del ciclo económico de referencia 
de la economía española. Para ello, se adapta el procedimiento de fechado, que 
considera la posibilidad de múltiples puntos de cambio en la fase del ciclo, propuesto 
por Camacho, Gadea y Gómez Loscos (2021). En dicho enfoque, cada par individual de 
picos y valles específicos, obtenidos a partir de un conjunto de indicadores económicos, 
se considera como una realización de una mixtura de un número no especificado de 
diferentes distribuciones gaussianas bivariantes, cuyas medias son los puntos de cambio en 
la fase del ciclo de referencia y cuyas transiciones se rigen por una cadena de Markov 
restringida. En la aplicación empírica, se identifican siete recesiones en el período 
comprendido entre 1970.2 y 2020.2. Este fechado es muy similar al establecido por el 
Comité de Fechado del Ciclo Económico Español.
Palabras clave: ciclos económicos, puntos de cambio en la fase del ciclo, modelos de 
mixturas finitas de distribuciones, España.
Códigos JEL: E32, C22, E27.
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1 Introduction
Although it seems a truism truth, the business cycle turning points, the dates at which the economy
switches from expansion to recession and vice versa, are not directly observable. Indeed, determin-
ing the reference cycle peaks and troughs is very crucial for policy makers, for businesses and for
the academia because they are used to determine the causes of recessions, to design public policies,
to guide investors and to test competing economic theories, among others.
Aware of this requirement, Martin Feldstein established a Business Cycle Dating Committee
of National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) scholars and gave it responsibility for business
cycle dating when he took over the institution in 1978. In sum, the committee looks at various
coincident indicators to make informative judgments on when to set the historical dates of the
peaks and troughs of the past US business cycles. Following these guidelines, other countries have
been creating similar committees, such as the Euro Area Business Cycle Dating Committee of the
Center for Economic Policy Research, founded in 2002, and the Spanish Business Cycle Dating
Committee (SBCDC) of the Spanish Economic Association, created in 2014.
Despite the interest in establishing and maintaining a historical chronology of the business
cycle, the dating methodology of the Committees has received some criticism as their decisions
represent the consensus of individuals. Thus, their dating methodology is neither transparent nor
reproducible. In addition, the dating committees date the turning points with a considerable lag,
which last more than two years in some cases. This reduces the interest of the committees’ decisions
to provide real-time assessments of the business cycle changes.
To overcome these drawbacks, this paper codifies in a systematic and transparent way a his-
torical chronology of business cycle turning points for Spain. Following the business cycle concept
of Burns and Mitchell (1946), we consider the reference cycle as a set of dates of wave-like move-
ments occurring at about the same time and in many economic activities. Its computation requires
collecting a number of coincident indicators and determining global change-points, from which the
reference cycle can be extracted using average-then-date or date-then-aggregate methods. The first
case consists on summarizing the coincident information in a single composite indicator from which
the turning points are determined. The second case first identifies turning points in the individual
indicators and looks for common turning points. Although the literature has focused primarily on
average-then-date methods, the date-then-average alternative has recently proved to be successful
in dating the turning points. Examples of the latter are Harding and Pagan (2006, 2016), Chauvet
and Piger (2008), and Stock and Watson (2010, 2014).
Against this background, Camacho et al. (2021) recently proposed a novel date-then-average
methodology that views the reference cycle as a multiple change-point mixture model. They con-
sider that the reference cycle is a collection of increasing change-points (peak-trough dates) that
segment the time span into non-overlapping episodes. With the help of a Markov-switching mix-
ture model representation, the method classifies the dates and the specific turning points, which
are viewed as realization of a mixture of Gaussian distributions.
This method has a number of important advantages over other date-then-average methods.
First, the number of historical change-points are data-driven, so the estimates are not conditioned
by the known occurrence of a phase shift as in Stock and Watson (2010, 2014). Second, the
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estimation is simple as it is estimated using standard Bayesian techniques of finite Markov mixture
models. Third, the reference dates are population concepts, which allows us to make inferences in
contrast to Harding and Pagan (2006, 2016). Four, missing data for some coincident indicators is
not a problem as they only imply determining some reference cycles from less observations. Five,
the detection of phase changes in real time is a simple as it reduced to a classification problem. This
method was successfully applied to date the US business cycle by using several monthly coincident
indicators.
This paper addresses the challenge of applying this methodology to achieve the reference cycle
dates in Spain in a quarterly basis. This poses us several difficulties. Our first challenge was col-
lecting a set of coincident economic indicators with homogeneous quality information throughout
the entire sample given that the Spanish economy has suffered from dramatic transformations in
the last five decades, especially in the seventies and eighties. Our second challenge was adapting
the method to a quarterly basis. In order to date the turning points of each quarterly indicator,
we employ either the so-called BBQ algorithm -proposed by Harding and Pagan (2002), who ex-
tend the monthly algorithm of Bry and Boschan (1971) to a quarterly basis- or the parametric
Markov-Switching procedure -proposed by Hamilton (1989)- depending on the characteristics of
each indicator.
We evaluate the extension of the Camacho et al. (2021) algorithm developed in this paper in
terms of its capacity to generate the SBCDC reference cycle for Spain. The results of this exercise
suggest that our approach is capable of identifying the SBCDC turning points with reasonable
accuracy. Leaving aside the period of the late 1970s and early 1980s, where some deviations occur
with respect to the chronology established by the SBCDC, the method clearly identifies the crisis
of the 1990s, the double dip with which Spain received the impact of the Great Recession and,
finally, the current impact of the Covid-19 pandemic. Thus, we consider that this method can be
very useful to complement and guide the work carried out by the SBCDC in dating the Spanish
business cycles.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the methodology proposed
in Camacho et al. (2021) which estimation technique is described in Section 3. Section 4 presents
the empirical application to date the reference cycle of the Spanish reference cycle since the 70s.
Finally, Section 5 concludes.
2 Multiple change-point model
Reference cycle dates can be obtained from the estimates of a multiple change-point model with an
unknown number of K breaks. In practice, we have data in the bivariate time series τ = {τ1, ..., τN}
of the specific pairs of turning point dates collected from a set of coincident economic indicators.
Each of these turning points, τi, contains a peak date, τ
P
i , and a trough date, τ
T
i , and determines
the start and the end of one specific recessions for a particular coincident indicator. For estimation
purposes, the observed pairs of turning point dates are stacked in ascending order, meaning that
τPi ≤ τPi+1 and τTi ≤ τTi+1, for i = 1, . . . , N − 1.
The approach described in Camacho et al. (2021) assumes that each individual pair of peak and
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trough dates in a reference cycle k, τi, is a realization of a density conditioned by τ
i−1 = {τ1, ..., τi−1}





′ and a covariance matrix Σk. The reference
cycle dates are viewed as the means of these distributions, around which the specific turning point
dates dates are clustered. The means and covariances change at unknown time periods breaking the
time span of interest into segments corresponding to the periods occupied by the k = 1, 2, . . . ,K
business cycles.
We collect the distribution parameters in the reference cycle k in θk = (µk,Σk) and assume
that these parameters remain constant within each regime and change their values when a regime
change occurs. Then, given that the state is k, τi is drawn from the population given the conditional
density
τi|Ti−1, θk ∼ p(τi|τ i−1, θk) (1)
for k = 1, . . . ,K, where p(τi|τ i−1, θk) is the Gaussian density N (µk,Σk). Let us collect all the
unknown distribution parameters in θ = (θ1, ..., θK).
This multiple change-point model can be formulated in terms of an integer-valued unobserved
state variable s referred to as the state of the system and that controls the regime changes. In
particular, the discrete random variable is allowed to take values in the set {1, . . . ,K} in the whole
sequence of realizations, which are collected in S = (s1, . . . , sN ). Thus, si = k indicates that τi is
drawn from p(τi|Ti−1, θk).
The indicator variable si is modeled as a discrete time, discrete-state first-order Markov chain,
which implies that the probability of a change in regime depends on the past only through the
value of the most recent regime. In this case, the probability of moving from regime l to regime k
at observation i conditional on past regimes and past observations τ i−1 is
Pr(τi = k|si−1 = l, ..., s1 = w, τ i−1) = Pr(si = k|si−1 = l) = plk. (2)
In this context, the transition probabilities are constrained to reflect the one-step ahead dy-
namics of the multiple change-point specification. In particular, the order constraints of the break
point model hold when the transition probabilities hold the following restrictions
Pr(si = k|si−1 = l) =


pll if k = l ̸= M
1− pll if k = l + 1
1 if l = K
0 otherwise
. (3)
The restrictions imply that when the process reaches one regime, for example regime l, it remains in
this regime with probability pll or moves to regime l+1 with a probability 1−pll. The process starts
at regime 1 and moves forward (never backward) to the next regime until it reaches regime K in
which the process stays permanently. Let us collect the transition probabilities {p11, . . . , pK−1K−1}
in the vector π.
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3 Bayesian estimation
The problem is assigning each specific turning point τi to an unknown reference cycle by making
inference on the unobserved allocation si. To perform the estimation of the parameters collected in
θ and π and the inference on the set of allocations S, Chib (1998) describes a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) algorithm. From the set of observations, the algorithm is implemented using the
Gibbs sampler by simulating the conditional distribution of the parameters given the states, and
the conditional distribution of the states given the parameters.
3.1 Simulation of the parameters
Let us consider sampling the transition probabilities and the parameters of the Gaussian distribu-
tions given the observations and their corresponding allocations, which are assumed to be inde-
pendent. Starting with the transition probabilities, Albert and Chib (1993) showed that the full
conditional distribution π|S, τ is independent of τ given S. Following Chib (1998), we simulate the
transition probabilities from π|S using independent Beta priors, pkk ∼ Beta(a, b). The posteriors
remain independent and also follow Beta distributions
pkk|S ∼ Beta(a+ nkk, b+ 1), (4)
where nkk is the number of periods the process stays in regime k, with k = 1, . . . ,K.
1
To sample θ conditioned to the data and their allocations, we propose an independent normal
inverse-Wishart prior. Conditional on the mean µk the prior of the inverse covariance matrix is
Σ−1k ∼ W (c0, C
−1
0 ) and the posterior is Σ
−1
k |S, τ,muk ∼ W (ck, C
−1
k ), where
ck = c0 +Nk (5)
Ck = C0 +

i:si=k
(τi − µk) (τi − µk)
′
. (6)
In addition, conditional on the covariance matrix, the prior distribution for the means is µk ∼
















Given the data, one can easily sample means and covariances from their conditional posterior
distributions.
1Note that NKK+1 = 1.
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3.2 Simulation of the states
Let us consider now the question of sampling the states from the distribution S|θ, π, τ . Using the
properties of the first-order Markov chain, this distribution can be stated as
Pr (S|θ, π, τ) = Pr
(





si|si+1, θ, π, τ i
)
, (9)
where the last of these distributions is degenerated because we assume that the process starts at
s1 = 1.
Chib (1996) showed that each of the probabilities in expression (9) holds
Pr
(
si|si+1, θ, π, τ i ∝ Pr (si+1|si) Pr
(
si|θ, π, τ i
)
. (10)
The first ingredient in this expression refers to the transition probabilities, which are simulated
from the distribution.
The second ingredient in (10), Pr
(
si|θ, π, τ i
)
, refers to the filtered probabilities and requires
a recursive calculation. Starting from an initial value Pr
(
s0 = k|θ, π, τ0
)
, with k = 1, . . . ,K, the
following two steps are carried out recursively for i = 1, ..., N .2 First, the one-step ahead prediction
with the information up to turning point i− 1
Pr
(







si−1 = l|θ, π, τ i−1
)
(11)
































. Now, one can obtain the condi-
tional distribution of the states, Pr
(
si|si+1, θ, π, τ i
)
, by backward recursion.
The unconstrained MCMC sampler described above could have identifiability problems because
it is subject to potential label switching issues. To identify the model, we use the identifiability
constraint that the draws must imply a segmentation of the time span into K non-overlapping




k+1 for all k = 1, . . . ,K. To ensure that the restrictions apply,
we employ rejection sampling, which is achieved by discarding the draws that do not satisfy the
constraints and the sampler is implemented again until the condition is satisfied.3
3.3 The number of clusters of turning point dates
We have assumed so far that the number of components, K, was known. However, in practice, one
needs to infer the number of groups of specific turning point dates that are cohesive and form a
2In the applications, we set Pr
(
s0 = 1|θ, π, τ0
)
= 1, and Pr
(
s0 = k|θ, π, τ0
)
= 0 for k = 2, ...,K.
3The identifiability problem is discussed extensively in Frühwirth-Schnatter (2006). It should be noted that the
multiple change-point model can also be interpreted as a model of finite mixtures.
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, refers to the filtered probabilities and requires
a recursiv calculation. Starting from an initial value Pr
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, with k = 1, . . . ,K, the
following two steps are carried out recursively for i = 1, ..., N .2 First, the one-step ahead prediction
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distinc cluster separate f om other clusters of specific business cycle urning point dates. Notably,
despit the huge effort made in this area, the problem of choosing the number of clust rs is s ill
unsolv d. So, w th the aim of robustness, we follow several different approaches in the empirical
analysis.
Among the likelihood-based methods, the simplest case is to choose the model with the number




, from a set of
potential values of {1, . . . ,K∗}, where the upper bound K∗ is specified by the user, MK is a
mixture model of K components, and θ̂K is the dK-dimensional vector of its maximum likelihood
estimated parameters.
Since this method tends to choose models with a large number of components, we also consider
selecting criteria that introduce an explicit penalty term for model complexity. The Akaike model





reaches a minimum. Alternatively, one can choose the model that minimizes Schwarz’s criterion,




+ dK log (N).
4
We also decide the number of components by choosing the model with the number of com-







p (si = k|τi, θ) log p (si = k|τi, θ) , (13)
which measures how well the data are classified given a mixture distribution. The entropy takes
the value of 0 for a perfect partition of the data and a positive number that increases as the quality
of the classification deteriorates.
One interesting option is to combine the aim of selecting a model with an optimal number of
components (as in the case of the likelihood-based methods) with the aim of obtaining a model
with a good partition of the data (as proposed by model selection criteria based on entropy mea-
sures). For this purpose, we also consider choosing a model whose number of components minimizes
BICK+ENK , which is a metric that penalizes not only model complexity but also misclassification.
In this context, Kass and Raftery (1995) show that a useful way to compare two models with
different numbers of clusters Ki and Kj , is to compute twice the natural logarithm of the Bayes
factor Bij , which is the ratio of the two integrated likelihoods that correspond to the models with
Ki and Kj clusters, respectively. Fraley and Raftery (2002) point out that this measure can be
approximated by the difference between the two corresponding BIC
2 log (Bij) ≈ BIC(Ki)−BIC(Kj). (14)
This quantity provides a measure of whether the data increases or decreases the odds of a model
with Ki clusters relative to a model with Kj clusters. Kass and Raftery (1995) propose that values
of 2 log (Bij) less than 2 correspond to weak evidence in favor of the model with Kj clusters, values
between 2 and 6 to positive evidence, between 6 and 10 to strong evidence, and greater than 10 to
very strong evidence.
4In practice, Akaike’s criterion tends to favor more complex models than Schwarz’s criterion since the latter
penalizes over-fitted models more heavily.
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3.4 Data problems
The application of finite Markov mixture models to turning point data presents two data challenges.
The first is that finite mixtures of Gaussian distributions are defined for continuous data. However,
the turning point dates are obtained from coincident indicators that are usually sampled at monthly
or quarterly frequencies and this generates a discontinuity challenge.
For example, when the coincident indicators are sampled at quarterly frequencies, turning
points are dates in the format Y Y Y Y.q, which refers to quarter q of year Y Y Y Y . In this case, the
distance between the third month and the forth month of a year is lower than that between the foth
quarter of the same year and the first quarter of the following year. To overcome this drawback, we
propose the transformation of the turning points to dates Y Y Y Y.d, where d = 1/4(q − 1), which
can obviously be changed back to recover the results in the standard quarterly calendar dates.5
The second challenge of this approach is that the individual turning points are collected from
sets of disaggregated economic indicators and some of them might not be available for the full span.
In practice, some indicators are reported with lags exhibiting missing observations in the latest
months while others are available only for a diminished time span because they are not available
at the beginning of the sample. In our context, this is rarely a problem since it only implies that
the probability distributions of turning points at early and end dates must be estimated from a
relatively lower number of observations due to missing data.
4 Empirical application
In this section we apply the proposed automatic algorithm to generate the reference cycle of the
Spanish economy. Using the multiple change-point model described above to date the reference
cycle turning point dates requires several steps in practice. To serve as an example to other
application, we review these steps in this section.
4.1 Collect a set of business cycle indicators
The national Business Cycle Dating Committees of the National Bureau of Economic Research
(NBER) examines the behavior of a broad set of economic indicators. Because a recession influences
the economy broadly and is not confined to one sector, the committees emphasize economy-wide
measures of economic activity. Typically, the committees view real gross domestic product (GDP)
as the single best measure of aggregate economic activity.
Figure 1 shows that GDP does not increase every single year in Spain. Instead, there are
particular identifiable episodes during which GDP sharply falls. The downturns occur at around
the periods designated as recessions by the SBCDC, which are marked as shades areas in the
graph.6 The committee identified six recessions since the 1970s: the impact of the two oil crises in
the seventies and early eighties, the brief crisis of the nineties, the double dip caused by the global
5In a similar fashion, when the coincident indicators are sampled at monthly frequency, the dates Y Y Y Y.mm are
transformed into dates Y Y Y Y.d, where d = 1/12(mm− 1).
6Information about the Committee and the Spanish turning point dates can be found at
http://asesec.org/CFCweb/en/
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financial crisis in 2008 and the European sovereign debt crisis in 2010 and, finally, the economic
impact of Covid-19 pandemic. To deter ine when a particular recession begins and ends, the
committee uses judgments and their decisions are, therefore, difficult to replicate.
To overcome this inconvenient, in this paper we date peaks and troughs from economic indica-
tors using the so-called BBQ mechanical algorithm, which is an implementation of the methodology
outlined in Harding and Pagan (2002). In short, the nonparametric algorithm provides peaks and
troughs of a time series by following three steps: (i) it estimates the possible turning points in
the series by picking the local maxima and minima; (ii) it ensures alternating the troughs and
the peaks; and (iii) it applies a set of censoring of rules that meet pre-determined criteria of the
duration and amplitudes of phases and complete cycles.7 To ease of comparison, the peaks and
trough dates identified with BBQ are plotted in Figure 1 as red vertical lines. As can be seen in
the figure, there is no instance in which a SBCDC recession is not identified by the BBQ algorithm,
which picks up an additional recession at the begging of the eighties.
Alth ugh GDP i the most prominent indicat r, the committees emphasize that a recession
involves a significant decline in economic activity that is widesp ead acro s th conomy. Thus,
y sider a v riety of indicators to determine turning points. In this pa er, w have collected
a broad set of 51 specific indicators of both aggrega activity and employ ent, and others of a
sec oral ature, which includes both hard and soft indicators. Table A1 in the Appendix shows
the details of t e definitions and the acronyms that will be used in the rest of the work as w ll as
the so rces and s mpl s. Ov rall, the sample begins in 1970.2 and en s in 2020.3, although each
series has a different length and c mbines monthly and quarterly frequencie . The monthly series
a e transformed into quarterly by taking the averag of the corresponding 3 months, although all
series have bee previously seasonally adjusted to their original frequency.
The specific usiness cycle turning points have been dated by applying either the BBQ algo-
rithm, when the series have a trend, or the Markov-Switching procedure ,when they are represented
by a composite index or growth rates. Figure 2 plots series-specific recession episodes, where a
series-specific recession (in red) is defined to be the period from a BBQ peak to a BBQ trough or
periods with a probability of being in recession above 0.5. In addition, Figure 3 displays the esti-
mated probability that all indicators are in recession in each quarter, adding the SBCDC turning
points as red vertical lines.
The SBCDC recessions are clearly visible in these figures. Dating the two oil crises is quite
challenging due to the scarce number and low quality of available series in the seventies when
Spain was under the late years of Franco’s dictatorship. The first impact of the oil price rise in
the fall of 1973 only became noticeable in the Spanish economy in 1975, and the implementation
of several accommodative policies delayed its impact on the real sector until 1977. In 1979, the
economy suffered from serious structural problems, while it was hit by the second rise in the oil
price, plunging the country into a recession and a long period of weakness that lasted until well
into the next decade.
The SBCDC identifies two peaks: in 1974.4, signaling a recession between 1975.1 and 1975.2,
7For example, a complete cycle must last four quarters at least. In addition, the minimum duration of a recession
is two quarters.
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financial ris s in 2008 and the European sovereign debt cris s in 2010 and, finally, he economic
impact of Covid-19 pandemic. To determine when a p rticular recession begins nd ends, the
committee uses judgments and their decisi ns ar , therefore, difficult to rep icate.
To overcome this inco venient, in this paper we date peaks a d troughs from economic indica-
tors using the so-called BBQ mechanical algorithm, which is an implemen ation of the m thodology
outlined in Hard g and Pagan (2002). In short, the nonp ametric algorithm provides pe ks and
troughs of a time s ries by followi g ree steps: (i) it estimates the possible turning points in
the series by picking the local maxima and minima; (ii) it ensures alt rnating the troughs and
the peaks; and (iii) it applies a s t of censoring of rules that meet pre-determined criteria of the
duration and amplitud s of phases and complete cycles.7 To ease of comparison, the pe ks and
trough dates i entified with BBQ are plotted in Figure 1 as red vert cal lines. As can be seen in
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a broad set of 51 specific indicators of both aggregate ac ivity and employment, and others of a
sector l nature, which i cludes both hard and soft indicators. Table A1 in the Appendix shows
the details of the definitions and the acronyms that will be used in the rest of the work as well as
the sources and samples. Overall, the sample begins in 1970.2 and ends in 2020.3, although each
series has a different leng and c mbines monthly and quar erly frequencies. The monthly series
are transformed into quar erly by taking the average of the corresponding 3 months, although all
series have been previously seasonally adjusted to thei original frequency.
The specific business cycle turning points have been dated by applying either the BBQ algo-
rithm, when the series have a trend, or the Markov-Switching procedure ,when they are represented
by a composite index r growth rates. Figure 2 pl ts series-specific recession episodes, where a
series-specific recession (in red) is defined to be the period from a BBQ peak to a BBQ trough or
periods with a probability of being in recession above 0.5. In addition, Figure 3 displays the esti-
mated probability that all indicators are in recession in each quarter, adding the SBCDC turning
points as red vertical lines.
The SBCDC recessions are clearly visible in these figures. Dating the two oil crises is quite
challenging due to the scarce number and low quality of available series in the seventies when
Spain was under the late years of Franco’s dictatorship. The first impact of the oil price rise in
the fall of 1973 only became noticeable in the Spanish economy in 1975, and the implementation
of several accommodative policies delayed its impact on the real sector until 1977. In 1979, the
economy suffered from serious structural problems, while it was hit by the second rise in the oil
price, plunging the country into a recession and a long period of weakness that lasted until well
into the next decade.
The SBCDC identifies two peaks: in 1974.4, signaling a recession between 1975.1 and 1975.2,
7For example, a complete cycle must last four quart rs at least. In addition, the minimum duration of a recession
is wo quarters.
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are transformed into quarterly by taking the average of the corresponding 3 months, although all
series have been previously seasonally adjusted to their original frequency.
The specific business cycle turning points have been dated by applying either the BBQ algo-
rithm, when the series have a trend, or the Markov-Switching procedure ,when they are represented
by a composite index or growth rates. Figure 2 plots series-specific recession episodes, where a
series-specific recession (in red) is defined to be the period from a BBQ peak to a BBQ trough or
periods with a probability of being in recession above 0.5. In addition, Figure 3 displays the esti-
mated probability that all indicators are in recession in each quarter, adding the SBCDC turning
points as red vertical lines.
The SBCDC recessions are clearly visible in these figures. Dating the two oil crises is quite
challenging due to the scarce number and low quality of available series in the seventies when
Spain was under the late years of Franco’s dictatorship. The first impact of the oil price rise in
the fall of 1973 only became noticeable in the Spanish economy in 1975, and the implementation
of several accommodative policies delayed its impact on the real sector until 1977. In 1979, the
economy suffered from serious structural problems, while it was hit by the second rise in the oil
price, plunging the country into a recession and a long period of weakness that lasted until well
into the next decade.
The SBCDC identifies two peaks: in 1974.4, signaling a recession between 1975.1 and 1975.2,
7For example, a complete cycle must last four quarters at least. In addition, the minimum duration of a recession
is two quarters.
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and in 1978.3, resulting in a recession between 1978.4 and 1979.2. The application of the BBQ
algorithm, delays the dating of each of these recessions by a quarter. The algorithm also identifies
a third recession between 1981.2-1981.3, which captures the slow recovery of the Spanish economy
in the face of the second oil price hike. This behavior differs from most of the rest of the European
countries, which underwent a recovery at the beginning of the eighties.
The crisis of the nineties took place between 1992.2 and 1993.2 according to the SBCDC and
is delayed by a quarter if we apply the BBQ algorithm to GDP. It was a short intense recession
after years of sound economic growth. The recession was synchronized with the cyclical phase of
most European countries. A high percentage of series point to a recession: 71% of the 51 series
detect the crisis in the quarters spanning from 1992.3 to 1993.1 and 54% lead or lag its effect.
The global financial crisis and the European debt crisis had a strong impact on the Spanish
economy, which involved two waves of recession separated by a brief interval of recovery. Most
of the series accurately pinpoint the first hit of the crisis (Figures 2 and 3). Specifically, between
2008.3 and 2009.1 (official SBCDC dates) more than two thirds of the series identified the crisis,
although 69% had already detected it in 2008.2. The second impact, dated between 2011.1 and
2013.2 according to SBCDC, is confirmed by 70% of the series analyzed. A non-negligible set of
series, around 50%, did not detect the intermediate recovery period between both impacts.
At the beginning of 2020, the world was suddenly hit by a global pandemic due to the coron-
avirus disease. The pandemic triggered the most severe global economic crisis since World War II in
terms of speed and intensity. To mitigate the propagation of the virus, governments implemented
unprecedented measures, such as restrictions on movement and travel, population lockdowns, and
social distancing in some targeted activities. Official institutions place the recession peak in the
last quarter of 2019 or in February of 2020 at the monthly frequency. The SBCDC places the peak
in the fourth quarter of 2019 and, therefore, the beginning of the crisis in the first quarter of 2020.
More than 70% of the series detect the crisis, although there is a significant percentage of series,
around 50%, that already pointed to a slowdown in the economy that was obviously not related to
Covid-19 pandemic which, being an exogenous shock to the economy, was impossible to predict.
Summing up, around the dates that the SBCDC identifies recessions there is a wide set of
specific indicators that show a recession. However, there are indicators that either advance (usually
related to the industrial sector), delay or extend the duration of recessions (for example, those
associated with the labor market). Furthermore, not all the specific indicators have the same
behavior in each recession.
4.2 Select a set of highly coincident indicators
Although Figures 2 and 3 show that the set of indicators would be useful for ascertaining whether
a turning point has occurred, it is evident that there is considerable dispersion of the specific-
series turning points around the beginning and end of the recessions. As the multiple change-point
method assumes that the series being dated have been chosen to be coincident indicators, we
strongly recommend testing for this in advance by checking how synchronized the cycles are.
For this purpose, we address the issue of synchronization between each indicator and the
SBCDC chronology by computing the index of concordance advocated by Harding and Pagan
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most European countries. A high percentage of series point to a recession: 71% of the 51 series
detect the crisis in the quarters spanning from 1992.3 to 1993.1 and 54% lead or lag its effect.
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economy, which involved two waves of recession separated by a brief interval of recovery. Most
of the series accurately pinpoint the first hit of the crisis (Figures 2 and 3). Specifically, between
2008.3 and 2009.1 (official SBCDC dates) more than two thirds of the series identified the crisis,
although 69% had already detected it in 2008.2. The second impact, dated between 2011.1 and
2013.2 according to SBCDC, is confirmed by 70% of the series analyzed. A non-negligible set of
series, around 50%, did not detect the intermediate recovery period between both impacts.
At the beginning of 2020, the world was suddenly hit by a global pandemic due to the coron-
avirus disease. The pandemic triggered the most severe global economic crisis since World War II in
terms of speed and intensity. To mitigate the propagation of the virus, governments implemented
unprecedented measures, such as restrictions on movement and travel, population lockdowns, and
social distancing in some targeted activities. Official institutions place the recession peak in the
last quarter of 2019 or in February of 2020 at the monthly frequency. The SBCDC places the peak
in the fourth quarter of 2019 and, therefore, the beginning of the crisis in the first quarter of 2020.
More than 70% of the series detect the crisis, although there is a significant percentage of series,
around 50%, that already pointed to a slowdown in the economy that was obviously not related to
Covid-19 pandemic which, being an exogenous shock to the economy, was impossible to predict.
Summing up, around the dates that the SBCDC identifies recessions there is a wide set of
specific indicators that show a recession. However, there are indicators that either advance (usually
related to the industrial sector), delay or extend the duration of recessions (for example, those
associated with the labor market). Furthermore, not all the specific indicators have the same
behavior in each recession.
4.2 Select a set of highly coincident indicators
Although Figures 2 and 3 show that the set of indicators would be useful for ascertaining whether
a turning point has occurred, it is evident that there is considerable dispersion of the specific-
series turning points around the beginning and end of the recessions. As the multiple change-point
method assumes that the series being dated have been chosen to be coincident indicators, we
strongly recommend testing for this in advance by checking how synchronized the cycles are.
For this purpose, we address the issue of synchronization between each indicator and the
SBCDC chronology by computing the index of concordance advocated by Harding and Pagan
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(2002), which measures the percentage of time units spent in the same phase. The index, whose
values are plotted in Figure 4, confirms that there is a relatively high degree of synchronization
within the SBCDC business cycles. To ensure strong synchronization, we pick only those indicators
for which the concordance index exceeds 90%. Thus, the final set of indicators that exhibit the
highest correlation with the SBCDC chronology is formed by six time series: SSAI, SAI, ESIS,
ESIC, GDP and PC. This selection, which combines aggregated, sectorial, hard and soft indicators,
is not very different from the one commonly used by the NBER. Employment indicators are not
capable of pinpointing the Spanish cycle since they have a lagging behavior during expansions.
We use the SBCDC chronology to select the coincident indicators, given the high coincidence of
the modes detected in the set of indicators and the dating of the committee. Nevertheless, it should
be noted that our methodology does not require any prior information or the existence of any dating
committee. Alternatively, we could select the optimal set of coincident indicators with a search
algorithm applied to different combinations of indicators, where the optimal combination could be
selected on the basis of the number of clusters, the entropy and the variance of the confidence
intervals. This procedure could allow us to discard leading or lagging indicators and to choose the
combination of indicators that produces the largest modes. Since this option is computationally
more expensive, external information of experts, such as that of the SBCDC, can be used to speed
up the process.
It should be noted that, in any case, the choice of coinciding indicators, a key element for
the success of the procedure, requires the good judgment of the expert who must evaluate the
characteristics of each country, such as its productive structure, the quality and methodological
changes in the series or any other circumstance. Likewise, a qualitative assessment of the resulting
chronology would also be helpful. This is the reason to establish expert committees in different
countries.
Figure 5 provides a preliminary inspection of the individual chronologies of turning points by
plotting the kernel density estimator of the bivariate distribution of the resulting pairs of specific
peaks and troughs computed with the BBQ algorithm or the Markov-Switching procedure. The
distribution of turning points is multimodal, exhibiting various modes that cluster the individual
turning points around periods of SBCDC-referenced recoveries and declines. In particular, the
figure exhibits several modes around the seventies and the beginning of the eighties, the early
nineties, the first decade of the new century and, finally, a large concentrated mode at the end
of the sample, in 2020. The figure also shows a larger variance of the turning point dates in the
seventies and early eighties, probably due to the lower quality of the indicators in the late years
of Franco’s dictatorship and the unstable political transition towards democracy. By contrast, this
figure shows a lower dispersion of the specific turning point dates in the nineties, around the three
modes of the new century related with the double-dip, and in 2020, and the specific turning points
shrink toward the modes.
4.3 The number of clusters
Prior to determining the number of clusters, we need to specify whether the first phase of reference
cycle starts in a recession or an expansion. In our case, we determine that the Spanish economy
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(2002), which measures the percentage of time units spent in the same phase. The index, whose
values are plotted in Figure 4, confirms that there is a relatively high degree of synchronization
within the SBCDC business cycles. To ensure strong synchronization, we pick only those indicators
for which the concordance index exceeds 90%. Thus, the final set of indicators that exhibit the
highest correlation with the SBCDC chronology is formed by six time series: SSAI, SAI, ESIS,
ESIC, GDP and PC. This selection, which combines aggregated, sectorial, hard and soft indicators,
is not very different from the one commonly used by the NBER. Employment indicators are not
capable of pinpointing the Spanish cycle since they have a lagging behavior during expansions.
We use the SBCDC chronology to select the coincident indicators, given the high coincidence of
the modes detected in the set of indicators and the dating of the committee. Nevertheless, it should
be noted that our methodology does not require any prior information or the existence of any dating
committee. Alternatively, we could select the optimal set of coincident indicators with a search
algorithm applied to different combinations of indicators, where the optimal combination could be
selected on the basis of the number of clusters, the entropy and the variance of the confidence
intervals. This procedure could allow us to discard leading or lagging indicators and to choose the
combination of indicators that produces the largest modes. Since this option is computationally
more expensive, external information of experts, such as that of the SBCDC, can be used to speed
up the process.
It should be noted that, in any case, the choice of coinciding indicators, a key element for
the success of the procedure, requires the good judgment of the expert who must evaluate the
characteristics of each country, such as its productive structure, the quality and methodological
changes in the series or any other circumstance. Likewise, a qualitative assessment of the resulting
chronology would also be helpful. This is the reason to establish expert committees in different
countries.
Figure 5 provides a preliminary inspection of the individual chronologies of turning points by
plotting the kernel density estimator of the bivariate distribution of the resulting pairs of specific
peaks and troughs computed with the BBQ algorithm or the Markov-Switching procedure. The
distribution of turning points is multimodal, exhibiting various modes that cluster the individual
turning points around periods of SBCDC-referenced recoveries and declines. In particular, the
figure exhibits several modes around the seventies and the beginning of the eighties, the early
nineties, the first decade of the new century and, finally, a large concentrated mode at the end
of the sample, in 2020. The figure also shows a larger variance of the turning point dates in the
seventies and early eighties, probably due to the lower quality of the indicators in the late years
of Franco’s dictatorship and the unstable political transition towards democracy. By contrast, this
figure shows a lower dispersion of the specific turning point dates in the nineties, around the three
modes of the new century related with the double-dip, and in 2020, and the specific turning points
shrink toward the modes.
4.3 The number of clusters
Prior to determining the number of clusters, we need to specify whether the first phase of reference
cycle starts in a recession or an expansion. In our case, we determine that the Spanish economy
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was in expansion in 1970.2 because the first turning point for all the indicators that were available
in this period was a peak. In addition, the last turning point in the six indicators is a peak, which
implies that the pairs of turning points are not complete. In this case, we create artificial troughs
by adding the average duration of the preceding recessions to the peaks.
The modes of the kernel density of pairs of specific peaks and troughs displayed in Figure 5
suggest that the tentative number of different clusters in the reference cycle could be six or seven,
which correspond with the distinct local maxima. The main discrepancy between the modes and
the SBCDC referenced turning points appears at the end of the seventies and the early eighties.
This period seems to include an additional cluster.
To formally determine the number of clusters, we estimate a set of models MK for K =
1, ....,K∗, with K∗ = 8, and compute the measures described in Section 3.3 for each K, whose
estimates are reported in Table 1. The first column of the table shows that the log of the marginal
likelihood increases uninterruptedly when the number of clusters increases from K = 1 to K = 7,
where it reaches a peak at 42.61, which corresponds with K = 7. The algorithm is not able
to generate a valid result for K = 8 as there are not sufficient numbers of draws to achieve
identification. Although this suggests choosing K = 7, the marginal likelihood does not take into
account the number of parameters in the model selection and tends to overestimate the number of
clusters.
Regarding model selection criteria that introduce penalties in model selection, the reported
values in Table 1 of AIC, BIC and BIC corrected by misclassification reach their minimums of
−3.22, 134.01, and 134.01, respectively, for K = 7. This indicates that the Spanish reference cycle
requires seven separate cycles. In addition, the entropy of the mixture model with seven clusters
is zero, showing that the model produces a clear segmentation of the reference cycle.8 Finally, as
in Camacho et al. (2021), we follow Chib (1998) and compute the Bayes factors sequentially. The
sequence of (twice the log of) Bayes factors that compare two models with K − 1 and K different
numbers of clusters, with K = 1, . . . , 8, also points to K = 7. The Bayes factor that compares the
model with K = 7 clusters with the model with K = 6 clusters favors the extra cluster. Although
this result does not require prior knowledge of the number of clusters, it is worth noting that the
SBCDC establishes K = 6 clusters, considering the last peak as an incomplete pair. The difference
is found in the late seventies and early eighties, a complex period with scarce information, in which
the SBCDC chronology establishes 2 recessions, while the specific indicators detect 3 as shown in
Figure 5.
4.4 Estimation of turning points
Table 2 shows the results of evaluating our proposal in terms of its ability to capture the turning
point dates established by the Spanish Business Cycle Dating Committee. The columns labeled
SBCDC and MCPM report the reference cycle dates as determined by the Spanish Business Cycle
8The procedure also takes into account some indicators of the quality of the results. More specifically, we count
the percentage of draws in which the algorithm has been unable to generate a bivariate vector of µ that complies
with the partition constraints of the reference cycle; we check if the estimated µ values are within the range of data
values allowing a margin of 1 year at the beginning and end; and, finally, we count the percentage of classifications
that leave an empty cluster.
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to generate a valid result for K = 8 as there are not sufficient numbers of draws to achieve
identification. Although this suggests choosing K = 7, the marginal likelihood does not take into
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Regarding model selection criteria that introduce penalties in model selection, the reported
values in Table 1 of AIC, BIC and BIC corrected by misclassification reach their minimums of
−3.22, 134.01, and 134.01, respectively, for K = 7. This indicates that the Spanish reference cycle
requires seven separate cycles. In addition, the entropy of the mixture model with seven clusters
is zero, showing that the model produces a clear segmentation of the reference cycle.8 Finally, as
in Camacho et al. (2021), we follow Chib (1998) and compute the Bayes factors sequentially. The
sequence of (twice the log of) Bayes factors that compare two models with K − 1 and K different
numbers of clusters, with K = 1, . . . , 8, also points to K = 7. The Bayes factor that compares the
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implies that the pairs of turning points are not complete. In this case, we create artificial troughs
by adding the average duration of the preceding recessions to the peaks.
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which correspond with the distinct local maxima. The main discrepancy between the modes and
the SBCDC referenced turning points appears at the end of the seventies and the early eighties.
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1, ....,K∗, with K∗ = 8, and compute the measures described in Section 3.3 for each K, whose
estimates are reported in Table 1. The first column of the table shows that the log of the marginal
likelihood increases uninterruptedly when the number of clusters increases from K = 1 to K = 7,
where it reaches a peak at 42.61, which corresponds with K = 7. The algorithm is not able
to generate a valid result for K = 8 as there are not sufficient numbers of draws to achieve
identification. Although this suggests choosing K = 7, the marginal likelihood does not take into
account the number of parameters in the model selection and tends to overestimate the number of
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Regarding model selection criteria that introduce penalties in model selection, the reported
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is zero, showing that the model produces a clear segmentation of the reference cycle.8 Finally, as
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SBCDC establishes K = 6 clusters, considering the last peak as an incomplete pair. The difference
is found in the late seventies and early eighties, a complex period with scarce information, in which
the SBCDC chronology establishes 2 recessions, while the specific indicators detect 3 as shown in
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4.4 Estimation of turning points
Table 2 shows the results of evaluating our proposal in terms of its ability to capture the turning
point dates established by the Spanish Business Cycle Dating Committee. The columns labeled
SBCDC and MCPM report the reference cycle dates as determined by the Spanish Business Cycle
8The procedure also takes into account some indicators of the quality of the results. More specifically, we count
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Dating Committee and our multiple change-point model. The distinct means are estimated from
the posterior distributions with the help of the Gibbs rejection sampler algorithm for the mixture
model.9 Using the outputs of the MCMC algorithm, this table also reports, in brackets, the range
of values of the posterior probability distributions that include 95% of probability.
The figures displayed in the table show that there are no instances in which a SBCDC turning
point is not matched by a quite similar date produced by our proposal and that all credible intervals
contain the SBCDC dates in all episodes. Notably, our proposal replicates the SBCDC peaks and
troughs very accurately, especially for the turning points dated since the nineties. However, our
method provides an extra pair of turning points at the beginning of the eighties. Finally, the
credible intervals, which range from 0 to 1 quarters for peaks and from 0 to 3 quarters for troughs,
reveal that the method provides a precise estimate of the reference dates.
In particular, the short recession of the nineties is detected with a delay of a quarter in both
the peak and the trough, although the confidence intervals include the exact date provided by the
SBCDC. Regarding the global financial crisis, the first impact is identified early in the peak and
late in the trough, and something similar occurs with the second blow of the crisis. Finally, the
peak that marks the beginning of the crisis caused by the Covid-19 pandemic fully matches that
announced by the SBCDC. As expected, the uncertainty in determining the reference dates is a
bit larger in the seventies. In fact, the Committee acknowledges that “Business cycle dating for
the period 1970.1 (the start of the sample based on available national income accounts at quarterly
frequency), until about 1986.4 is especially challenging”.
Figures 6 and 7 display some technical aspects of the estimation process. In particular, Figure
6 plots the sampling representations from the rejection sampler described in Section 2, which is a
very useful tool for visualizing the posterior mixture distribution. For each of the seven clusters, the














in Panel B. From these scatter plots, it is obvious that the component
parameters differ mainly in the means, which present the highest ability to divide the draws into
the 7 separate groups, whereas the variances are quite similar for many groups. In addition, Panel
B suggests that the clusters of turning points alternate sequentially, supporting the non ergodic
behavior imposed in the transition matrix to capture the transitions across the distinct business
cycles, as a multiple-change model, which roughly occur about at the SBCDC-designated turning
points.
Figure 7 shows diagnostic plots of the post burn-in draws from the conditional distributions
of µPk , µ
T
k , log (|Σk|) and pk,k and pk,k+1 for each of the K = 7 clusters. These panels help us to
detect potential convergence problems or label switching, which arise when the mixture likelihood
function is not invariant to relabeling the components of a mixture model. The paths of the draws






k+1 , for all k = 1, . . . ,K, is
useful to prevent label switching because the sampler stays within the modal regions corresponding
to the initial labeling. So, these regions are well separated from the others leading to a unique
labeling.
In addition, we have computed the Gelman-Rubin scale reduction factor diagnostic corrected
9The BBQ algorithm imposes that a recession should last at least 2 quarters and an expansion, at least 4 quarters.
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of values of the posterior probability distributions that include 95% of probability.
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by accounting for sampling variability, usually known as Rc. After conducting an experiment that
allows the priors to move randomly over a range of values, all the Gelman–Rubin diagnostics were
1 (or very close to one). More importantly, the maximum Rc was less than 1.1, which indicated
that no convergence issues were detected. This test also assesses the sensitivity of the results to
the choice of different priors used in each MCMC. The variability of the µPk and µ
T
k values is zero.
Therefore, their precision in the estimation is very high, with the only exception of the peak that
marks the beginning of the 90’s crisis, which ranges between 1992.1 and 1992.2.
To provide the results with additional economic meaning, it is worth examining the ability of
the multiple change-point model to provide a posterior classification of the specific turning point
dates into the different business cycles of the Spanish reference cycle. With this aim, we estimate
the posterior classification probabilities Pr (si = k|θ), with k = 1, . . . , 7 and i = 1, . . . , N , from
the MCMC draws through the corresponding relative frequency of the retained state draws, as
described in Section 2. Figure 8, which plots the estimated classification probabilities for each
cluster, shows that the model clearly classifies each specific date, whose classification probabilities
are always close to either 1 or 0. In addition, the probabilities agree with the multiple change-point
behavior of the model, with a large persistence of each state and probabilities that increase nearly
to unity after each structural break that occurs about the turning point dates identified by the
SBCDC. Thus, the probabilities support the view that the multiple change-point model performs a
segmentation of the time span into non-overlapping business cycle episodes that is consistent with
the SBCDC-referenced cycles.
5 Conclusions
This paper provides an automatic procedure to date the reference cycle turning points in Spain.
Based on the novel methodology proposed by Camacho et al. (2021), each pair of specific peaks
and troughs from the individual indicators is viewed as a realization of a mixture of an unspecified
number of separate variation Gaussian distributions whose different means are the reference turn-
ing points. This approach is equivalent to considering a multiple change-point model where the
reference cycle is a collection of increasing change-points (peak-trough dates) that segment the time
span into K non-overlapping episodes. The computation is carried out with Bayesian techniques
using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm which is implemented using the Gibbs
sampler.
The application comprises several steps. Firstly, we collect a broad set of specific indicators that
includes aggregate and sectorial variables, both hard and soft. Secondly, we compute the turning
points of each individual indicator by using the quarterly Bry-Boschan method and analyze carefully
their behavior with respect to the business cycle. A search algorithm using the concordance index
allows us to find the optimal set of coincident indicators and build the database of peak-trough
pairs. Thirdly, we select the number of clusters through several measures based on the likelihood
function and Bayesian criteria. Finally, we estimate the turning points as the mean of the draw
distribution for each cluster and then compute their confidence intervals.
The method identifies seven recessions in the period from 1970.2 to 2020.2. Three of these
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SBCDC. Thus, the probabilities support the view that the multiple change-point model performs a
segmentation of the time span into non-overlapping business cycle episodes that is consistent with
the SBCDC-referenced cycles.
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and troughs from the individual indicators is viewed as a realization of a mixture of an unspecified
number of separate variation Gaussian distributions whose different means are the reference turn-
ing points. This approach is equivalent to considering a multiple change-point model where the
reference cycle is a collection of increasing change-points (peak-trough dates) that segment the time
span into K non-overlapping episodes. The computation is carried out with Bayesian techniques
using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm which is implemented using the Gibbs
sampler.
The application comprises several steps. Firstly, we collect a broad set of specific indicators that
includes aggregate and sectorial variables, both hard and soft. Secondly, we compute the turning
points of each individual indicator by using the quarterly Bry-Boschan method and analyze carefully
their behavior with respect to the business cycle. A search algorithm using the concordance index
allows us to find the optimal set of coincident indicators and build the database of peak-trough
pairs. Thirdly, we select the number of clusters through several measures based on the likelihood
function and Bayesian criteria. Finally, we estimate the turning points as the mean of the draw
distribution for each cluster and then compute their confidence intervals.
The method identifies seven recessions in the period from 1970.2 to 2020.2. Three of these
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recessions are dated in the seventies and early eighties. It also dates the recession of the nineties,
the double-dip of the global financial crisis and the sovereign debt crisis in the first two decades
of the 21st century and, finally, the recent hit of the Covid-19 pandemic. These results support
the strong performance of our approach to identifying the Spanish reference cycle, showing little
difference from the timing of the turning point dates established by the Spanish Business Cycle
Dating Committee (SBCDC). In fact, since the nineties there has been an almost perfect coincidence
of the timings. The greatest discrepancies occurred in the seventies and early eighties, a turbulent
period in Spain characterized by the juxtaposition of the successive oil crises and the political
transition of the 1970s together with the scarcity of statistical sources.
Summing up, the method proposed by Camacho et al. (2021) has successfully overcome the
challenge of producing a credible chronology of the reference cycle of the Spanish economy using
automatic rules based on a set of specific indicators. It is therefore a useful instrument that
complements the work carried out by the Spanish Business Cycle Dating Committee and that can
be used by both policy-makers and academics interested in analyzing the economic cycle in Spain.
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Table 1: Results of selection of K
K LogLik AIC BIC Entropy BIC-Entropy Bayes factor (k=i/k=i+1)
1 -2229.78 4469.57 4486.30 - - -
2 -696.46 1414.91 1451.73 0.03 1451.80 3034.57
3 -400.14 834.27 891.18 0.00 891.18 560.55
4 -141.25 328.51 405.49 0.00 405.50 485.69
5 -25.28 108.57 205.63 0.00 205.63 199.86
6 13.64 42.72 159.87 0.00 159.87 45.76
7 42.61 -3.22 134.01 0.00 134.01 25.86
8 - - - - - -
Notes: The first column refers to the marginal log likelihoods. The second and third columns refer to the Bayesian
AIC and BIC selection criteria. The third column shows the entropy. The fourth column shows the BIC corrected
for misclassification. The last column reports twice the log of the Bayes factor for K − 1 versus K clusters, with
K = 2, ..., 8.
Table 2: Results of empirical illustration (K=7)
SBCDC MCPM Deviation (in quarters)
Peaks Troughs Peaks Troughs Peaks Troughs
1974.4 1975.2 1974.4 1975.3 0 1
(1974.4,1975.1) (1975.3,1975.4)
1978.3 1979.2 1978.3 1979.3 0 1
(1978.3,1978.4) (1979.2,1979.3)
- - 1980.4 1981.3 - -
(1980.4,1981.1) (1981.3,1981.4)
1992.1 1993.3 1992.2 1993.4 1 1
(1992.1,1992.2) (1993.3,1994.1)
2008.2 2009.4 2007.4 2009.4 -2 0
(2007.4,2007.4) (2009.3,2009.4)
2010.4 2013.2 2010.3 2013.3 -1 1
(2010.3,2010.4) (2013.3,2013.4)
2019.40 - 2019.4 - 0.00 -
(2019.4,2019.4) (-,-)
Notes: Columns 1 and 2 give the SBCDC-established turning point dates. Columns 3 and 4 report the turning point
dates established with the multiple change-point model, along with the range of values of the posterior probability
distribution that includes 95% of the probability in brackets. Deviations are measured as the difference in quarters
between the SBCDC turning points and those estimated by the model.
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Figure 1: Business cycle SBCDC






Notes: This Figure displays with grey shadow bars the recessions established by the Spanish Business Cycle Dating
Committee (SBCDC). The vertical red lines represent the peaks and troughs detected by the BBQ applied to the
GDP. Finally, the blue line shows the evolution of GDP.
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Notes: This Figure represents the periods of expansion (blue) and recession (garnet) for each specific indicator. The
switch of the states has been determined from the turning points computed with the Bry-Boschan algorithm.
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Notes: The blue bars show the percentage of series that are in recession in each period. The garnet boxes represent
the recessions established by the Spanish Business Cycle Dating Committee (SBCDC).
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Figure 4: Concordance index of specific indicators























































































































Notes: This Figure displays the concordance index of each indicator and the business cycle established by the Spanish
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Figure 6: Scatter plots of means and variances
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6 Appendix
Table A1: Variable definitions
Variable Acronym Source Sample
Gross Domestic Product GDP National Statistics Institute (INE) 1970:I-2020:II
Private consumption PC INE 1995:I-2020:II
Labor force LF INE 1972:III-2020:II
Female labor force FLF INE 1972:III-2020:II
Unemployment rate UR INE 1989:01-2020:07
Social Security registrations SSR Ministerio de Inclusión, Seguridad Social y Migraciones 1982:01-2020:09
Social Security registrations without workers on furlough SSRwF Ministerio de Inclusión, Seguridad Social y Migraciones 1982:01-2020:09
Electricity consumption EC Red eléctrica de España 1981:01-2020:08
Big firms sales BFS Agencia Tributaria 1996:01-2020:07
Retail trade index RTI INE 1995:01-2020:06
Industrial production index IPI INE 1975:01-2020:08
Private vehicles registration PVR Asociación Española de Fabricantes de Automóviles y Camiones (ANFAC) 1975:01-2020:07
Services sector activity index SSAI INE 2000:01-2020:07
Cement consumption CC Oficemen 1989:02- 2020:05
New construction permits PT Ministerio de Transportes, movilidad y agenda urbana 1992:01-2020:07
Home sales HS INE 2007:01-2020:08
Mortgages M INE 2003:01-2020:07
Business turnover index BTI INE 2002:01-2020:05
Exports EX Departamento de Aduanas y Ministerio de Asuntos Económicos y Transformación Digital 1970:06-2020:05
Imports IM Departamento de Aduanas y Ministerio de Asuntos Económicos y Transformación Digital 1970:06-2020:05
Overnight tourist stays OTS INE 1995:01-2020:09
Tourist arrivals TA INE 1995:01-2020:09
Productive capacity utilization PCU Ministerio de Asuntos Económicos y Transformación Digital 1995:I-2020:III
Synthetic activity indicator SAI EDE Business 1995:01-2020:06
Synthetic activity indicator. Industry SAII EDE Business 1995:01-2020:06
Synthetic activity indicator. Construction SAIC EDE Business 1995:01-2020:06
Synthetic activity indicator. Construction investment SAICI EDE Business 1995:01-2020:06
Synthetic activity indicator. Services SAIS EDE Business 1995:01-2020:06
Synthetic consumption indicator SCI Ministerio de Asuntos Económicos y Transformación Digital 1995:01-2020:06
Synthetic consumption indicator. Large chain stores SCIL Ministerio de Asuntos Económicos y Transformación Digital 1995:01-2020:06
Composite produce manager index PMI Comp IHS Markit 1999:08-2020:06
Economic sentiment indicator ESI European Commission 1987:04-2020:10
Economic sentiment indicator. Industry ESII European Commission 1987:04-2020:08
Economic sentiment indicator. Services ESIS European Commission 1996:01-2020:08
Economic sentiment indicator. Consumption ESIC European Commission 1986:06-2020:08
Economic sentiment indicator. Retail ESIR European Commission 1988:01-2020:08
Economic sentiment indicator. Building ESIB European Commission 1989:01-2020:08
Employment expectations indicator EEI Eurostat 1996:01-2020:08
Consumer confidence index CCI Centro de investigaciones sociológicas (CIS) 2004:09-2020:10
Credit to households (% GDP) CH Banco de España 1995:IV-2020:IV
Credit to Non Financial Corporate (% GDP) HHRBD Banco de España 1995:IV-2020:IV
Ratio of households debt over disposable income HHGDP Banco de España 1987:I-2020:II
Ratio of households debt over GDP CNFC Banco de España 1987:I-2020:II
Ratio of non financial corporate debt over GDP NFCDGDP Banco de España 1987:I-2020:II
Ratio of non performing housing loans NPHL Banco de España 1998:IV-2020:II
Ratio of non performing durable consumption loans NPDCL Banco de España 1998:IV-2020:II
Ratio of non performing production activities loans NPPAL Banco de España 1998:IV-2020:II
Sovereign risk premia ES-DE SRP Datastream 1991:07-2020:09
IBEX 35 index IBEX Datastream 1987:01-2020:09
EA Gross Domestic Product EAGDP Eurostat 1995:I-2020:II
VIX index VIX Datastream 1990:01-2020:09
Notes: The variables include either monthly (arabic numbers) or quarterly data (roman numbers).
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